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13-06-09  ‘Indian student attacked in Melbourne.’ Author unknown.
07-06-09  ‘Our worldwide web of students.’ By Neelam Raaj.
03-06-09  ‘Foreign students rounded up – for a lesson in ‘Indian hospitality’.’ Author unknown.
03-06-09  ‘Worried parents call student back from Au.’ By Smriti Singh and Sumi Sukanya.
01-06-09  ‘Thousands rally against racism in Melbourne.’ Author unknown.
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26-04-07  ‘Indian students exploited in Aus?’ By Amit Banerjee.
17-04-07  ‘Australia to tighten immigration law.’ By Urmia Goswami.
16-04-07  ‘Oz to tighten immigration law to stop abuse.’ By Urmia Goswami.
01-08-06  ‘Indians are 3rd largest migrant group in Oz land.’ Author unknown.
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03-06-09  ‘Indian Students Grow Wary of Australia Following Attacks.’ By Andrew Harrison.